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ABSTRACT 

 

It is sufficiently predictable that most paper currencies will disappear and digital currencies 

will become the mainstream. This is why the Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) has 

recently begun to attract attention. Blockchain technology bring unique advantages to a 

CBDC.  A blockchain-based CBDC enables central banks to control the currency while 

protecting the privacy and independence of the CBDC’s use to the end users. The 5irechain 

based CBDC benefits from the innovative products and services that are being built across 

the open source blockchain ecosystem including zero-knowledge cryptography, non-custodial 

wallets, and decentralized finance. 5irechain ecosystem assists all of new financial models 

that will guarantee financial stability and inclusion, fraud control as well as greater efficiency 

and modernization of the monetary system.  In this paper, we propose 5irechain based CBDC 

that enables communication between blockchains using Inter-Blockchain Communication 

(IBC) protocol to ensure interoperability. It can give different user privileges and privacy-

preserving.    

INTRODUCTION 

5ire proposes a comprehensive platform for managing, minting, transacting, and 

extinguishing CBDCs. Each solution is built on private sidechains with a proven blockchain 

and is trusted by financial advisors around the world. 

Why should choose 5ire's CBDC platform: 

- Sustainability: Commit to sustainable innovation using a unique consensus 

mechanism that consumes negligible energy. 

- Stability, security, and resilience: Enabling consistent standards, privacy, and security. 

- Interoperability and overlay services: Connect to domestic payment systems and other 

CBDCs to reach new levels of innovation through smart contracts and 

programmability support. 

- Access and inclusion: Enable wholesale and retail use cases by supporting a variety of 

participants. 

Benefits with 5ire CBDC platform: 
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Step 1: Onboard 

Step 2: Mint 

Step 3: Distribute 

Step 4: Transact 

Step 5: Redeem 

The CBDC platform assists the protected destruction of currency, giving the bank full regulation over supply 

Step 6: Destroy 

Participants can return funds on the CBDC platform to the issuer in exchange for fiat 

Interoperability facilitates cross-asset and cross-border transactions when connected to another CBDC 

Issuers can directly send CBDCs to certified accounts, confirming only valid contributors can receive and hold 
the CBDCs 

Banks can exploit the CBDC platform's cryptographic multi-sign panels to mint CBDCs 

Standard APIs allow integration of the CBDC platform into current systems 

 Partnering with 5ire can help to create a national digital currency that can lead to 

financial innovation and technologies that will provide the citizens with greater 

financial access. 

 With 5ire's groundbreaking technology, you can experiment with CBDCs within your 

existing payments infrastructure while ensuring efficient and cost-effective cross-

border transfers. 

 Global transfers were difficult for foreign workers. Now the unique 5ire-powered 

benefits of convenient, low-cost, and real-time remittances can boost global transfers. 

 5ire can help clients directly address the issues of speed and transparency around 

international payments and make sending money abroad superior. 

 5ire can deliver real-time global payments without tying up capital in destination 

markets. 

 Mechanisms of 5ire's CBDC platform: 
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5ire Liquidity Hub: 

Businesses and financial institutions will be able to proficiently and easily source digital 

assets from global crypto markets through a 5ire liquidity hub. 5ire platform unlocks new 

revenue streams for organizations by enabling them to offer end-customers the ability to buy, 

sell, and hold digital assets. 
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